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Summer Solstice Picnic 
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GOOD FOOD/CONVERSATION/GAMES/PRIZES 

The picnic is FREE, however, you MUST RSVP by Monday June 10. No exceptions! 

RSVP by email (cisneynan@gmail.com) to Nan Cisney 

 

 

 

 

 

When:  Saturday June 15, 2019 
Where:  Stow Grove Park, 580 North La Patera Lane, Goleta, CA  93117.  

Picnic Area 3. 
Time:  11am – 4pm 

Cody’s Café Catered Lunch Served at 1pm 

Directions: From Highway 101, exit at Los 
Carneros Rd.  Turn toward the mountains. 
Turn right on Cathedral Oaks Rd. When you 
see a large rectangular archway on the LEFT 
that says “La Patera Ranch," turn RIGHT on 
La Patera Lane (If you reach Fairview 
Avenue, you've gone too far).  After you turn 
right on La Patera Lane, turn left into the 
first driveway. There is plenty of 
parking.  Restrooms are available in the 
Redwood Forest area. 
 

Members are welcome to bring an 

appetizer at 11am or dessert at any time. 

http://www.santabarbarahumanists.org/
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The President’s Column 
Crime and Punishment 

By Roger Schlueter 

 
In 2003, Ray Freeney admitted to the slaying of 
15-year-old sex worker Kirshalynne Jones. He 
was convicted in a Harris County, Texas court 
and sentenced to death. The history of his 
subsequent treatment by the courts deserves 
our attention as an unfortunate all too common 
example of American “justice”. 
 
Freeney’s case is not about guilt or innocence 
but rather involves a question of whether he 
received due process during the penalty phase 
of his trial.  The Supreme Court has ruled that in 
death penalty cases that phase must include 
“mitigation” evidence that might be probative in 
jury deliberations regarding the penalty to be 
imposed. Freeney’s lawyers claim this 
requirement was not met and that a new penalty 
trial should be held. In fact, interviews with 
jurors in the case indicated that, had they been 
aware of the circumstances of Freeney’s 
childhood and deteriorating mental health, they 
very well could have decided his fate differently. 
  
Harris County has consistently failed to follow 
the Supreme Court requirement as documented 
in a report in the Houston Law Review that 
found that in: an “overwhelming number” of 
[death penalty] cases, the trial courts didn’t 
bother holding an evidentiary hearing to resolve 
any discrepancies in facts between the state and 
the defense. They found that the courts showed 
“extreme deference” to the prosecution, and 
often adopted the state’s position on every 
single claim, even when contradicted by the 
record.   
 
That is a bit of an understatement since the 
courts not only sided with the prosecution 96% 
of the time, the trial judge often took the 
prosecutions statement in toto by signing it as 
their own judgement.  Basically, the courts just 

outsourced their work to the DA’s office.  In 
some cases, the judge did not even read the 
material submitted since a decision was handed 
down the same day the prosecution submitted 
its brief and before the defense submitted their 
rebuttal. 
 
All of this has taken place in state courts since 
murder is a state crime, not a federal crime.  But 
what the federal courts have done in Freeney’s 
case pales in comparison. 
 
In 1996 Bill Clinton signed the Anti-Terrorism 
and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) that 
included provisions limiting the ability of the 
federal courts to review state court decisions; 
these provisions were in response to the 
perception that death penalty convicts were 
seen as repeatedly postponing their execution 
by filing appeals in federal courts to death 
penalty decisions by state courts.  AEDPA, and 
federal court rulings based on that law, required 
that a death penalty appeal must show not only 
that the state courts were wrong, but that the 
prevailing ruling was either “contrary to, or 
involved an unreasonable application of, clearly 
established Federal law,” or an “unreasonable 
determination of the facts in light of the 
evidence presented.”  The key word is 
“unreasonable” - it means the federal courts 
must not only find that the state courts were 
wrong but were unreasonably wrong.  I find it 
hard to imagine how a court could find that a 
state court ruling was wrong but was still within 
reason and so passed muster under AEDPA. 
Such inexact language is a wide open path for an 
aggressive prosecution to abuse the law in order 
to sustain a death penalty conviction. 
 
In the Freeney case, this abuse was carried to an 
extreme.  The Supreme Court has ruled that the 
“unreasonable” standard can be interpreted as 
meaning federal courts can only intervene when 
there is “no possibility” that any “fair-minded 
jurist” would disagree with the state court’s 
ruling.  Here the key word is “any”.  In practice, 
this means that if a state court could find any one 
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single judge throughout the state who agreed 
with the death penalty ruling, then the federal 
courts could not intervene in the case.  Such a 
judge need not have been involved in the case 
nor even reviewed the case.  In short, the “no 
possibility” standard is an impossible standard 
to meet. 
 
The Texas District Court judge in the Freeney 
case not only accepted the DA’s filing of over 200 
findings of fact, many of which were disputed by 
the defense, she actually signed it as her own 
ruling the next day before the defense had even 
filed its rebuttal.  In other words she didn’t 
consider the defense submittal was even worth 
reading.  Understandably, Freeney’s defense 
filed an appeal in federal courts on the basis that 
the judge did not rule on the case based “on the 
merits” as is required by federal law.  The 
federal District Court rejected the appeal stating 
that under the controlling case law for the Fifth 
Circuit, “a full and fair hearing is not a 
precondition to presumption of correctness to 
state habeas court findings of fact.”   
 
Let that soak in: even if the federal court agrees 
that a fair hearing was not held, that is not a 
basis for rejecting the court’s ruling! 
 
The final blow for Freeney came when the 
Supreme Court refused to hear his case. Words 
fail me. The Supreme Court knew that the state 
court had not even considered Freeney’s appeal 
and that the state court had not considered the 
disputed facts in the case and yet found no basis 
to even hear his case. 
 
You don’t have to be a Humanist to be absolutely 
appalled by this whole sordid case.  While 
Freeney is not a “good guy” he does deserve to 
have his day in court.  Yet the state and federal 
courts have not afforded him that minimal level 
of justice.  At the present time, one of the few 
issues being addressed in Congress that appears 
to have bipartisan support is reform of the 
criminal justice system that does not live up to 
its name.   

If you are at all moved by the Freeney case, 
please write to Senators Feinstein, Harris, and 
Representative Carbajal to let them know you 
support their efforts to reform our badly broken 
system of crime and punishment.  
 

 
Nixon's Court - And Ours 
Dr. Laura Kalman 5-18-19 

By Robert Bernstein 
 
Laura Kalman is Distinguished Professor of 
History at UCSB. She explained that nearly 50 
years after Nixon we are still living with his 
court.   

 
When Scalia died, Obama nominated Merrick 
Garland to the Supreme Court.  Senator Mitch 
McConnell came up with an excuse that the 
Senate would not not consider a nominee 
appointed during the final year of a presidency. 
 
This partisan delay tactic allowed Trump to 
appoint Gorsuch to the Supreme Court.  This did 
not change the balance of power on the Court. 

Professor Laura Kalman.  Photo By Robert Bernstein 
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His nomination of Kavanaugh did change that 
balance of power.  The confirmation battle 
started well before Christine Blasey Ford 
accused Kavanaugh of sexual assault.  
 
Over 2400 law professors signed a letter saying 
that Kavanaugh's demeanor was disqualifying 
for a seat on the Supreme Court.  The hearings 
raised different memories for different groups. 
 
Some were reminded of the Clarence Thomas 
hearings with Anita Hill accusing him of sexual 
harassment; others were reminded of the Bork 
hearings. 
 
What about diversity on the Court? There are 
now six men and three women justices.  All are 
graduates of Harvard or Yale Law Schools.  
There are three Jews, three Catholics, and one 
Protestant who was raised Catholic. 
 
How did we get here? As much as Kalman 
dislikes Pat Buchanan, she is forced to agree 
with his view: it all began in the 1960s with the 
Earl Warren court. The Warren court aimed to 
empower those who were less advantaged. 
 
President Johnson (LBJ) loved it. President 
Nixon hated it. 
 
The most famous Warren court ruling was 
Brown v. Board of Education which 
desegregated public schools.  The Miranda case 
ensuring rights of the accused was the second 
most famous case. 
 
The far right hated Warren and ran an “Impeach 
Warren” campaign. Goldwater made it a 
campaign issue in the 1964 presidential election 
and failed with it. 
 
Kalman's story began in 1965.  LBJ wanted a spy 
at the Warren court.  He wanted Abe Fortas 
there.  He convinced Goldberg to resign to 
become UN ambassador.  At that time it was 
seen that two Jews would be too many on the 
Court! 

The inner cities were exploding in flames.  LBJ 
wanted the Court to do something about it.  The 
Court should tell blacks to stop rioting and 
"turning over cars"! 
 
Some were racializing crime by highlighting 
white distress.  It was a bigger issue than the US 
war in Vietnam for LBJ's poll ratings.  To achieve 
the Great Society and the War on Poverty he 
needed high ratings. 
 
In 1967 LBJ had a second chance on the Court.  
He wanted Thurgood Marshall.  LBJ wanted 
blacks to be less mean to him and he thought it 
would help if he created a "black seat" on the 
Court with Marshall.  The Senate had mostly 
been a lap dog on appointees to the Court. 
 
But Marshall changed that.  Strom Thurmond 
and James Eastland looked like history's losers 
when it came to racial equality.  But "crime" 
might win where race might not.  So these 
hostile Southern senators argued against 
Marshall on Miranda and other crime issues. 
 
Marshall easily won confirmation. Maybe the 
battle was just to reassure their racist voters, 
but it had a lasting impact.  From then on "law 
and order" became code for white supremacy. 
 
In June 1968, LBJ was a lame duck as he would 
not run for reelection.  Nixon made "law and 
order" and the Warren Court an issue far more 
successfully than Goldwater did.  Nixon began 
his "Southern Strategy" to form a coalition with 
Southern Democrats. 
 
Warren told LBJ he was retiring.  LBJ nominated 
Fortas to be Chief Justice.  He also wanted 
Thornberry on the court but this was seen as 
cronyism.   Opponents argued that, as a lame 
duck, the next president should make the 
appointment.  At first that did not stick. 
 
Thurmond berated Fortas for a decision made 
before Fortas was on the Court!  That worked to 
Fortas' advantage.  It was a case of a black 
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released from death row who went on to commit 
more crimes.  A game changer was needed. 
 
Thurmond seized on the obscenity decision.  He 
showed obscene films to the senators and 
reporters.  Repeatedly! It worked.  Fortas was 
blocked by filibuster from being Chief Justice. 
And LBJ's appointment of Thornberry to the 
Court was also blocked. 
 
Nixon was then elected and nominated Warren 
Burger to take the place of Earl Warren as Chief 
Justice. Warren Burger was a "strict 
constructionist".  Nixon wanted a former judge 
rather than a lawyer like Fortas to avoid "crony" 
claims. 
 
Nixon also did a smear campaign against Fortas. 
Fortas was the first ever to resign from the Court 
in disgrace. 
 
This gave Nixon a chance to nominate a 
replacement for Fortas. 
 
Nixon pushed his Southern strategy by 
nominating the segregationist Clement 
Haynsworth to the Court.  His ethical lapses 
were worse than any by Fortas and that was 
sunk.  But Nixon thought it would make his next 
nomination sail through.  No. 
 
His nomination of Carswell would fail, too, when 
a liberal network uncovered what the FBI 
missed: that Carswell had championed white 
supremacy.  Even that was not enough.  He lost 
because he was a mediocre judge who had been 
reversed repeatedly. 
 
Senator Hruska famously said, "Even if he were 
mediocre, there are a lot of mediocre judges and 
people and lawyers.  They are entitled to a little 
representation, aren't they?"  It was not a joke. 
 
In 1971 Nixon had a chance to nominate two 
more members to the Court with Justices Hugo 
Black and John Harlan both retiring due to bad 
health. 

Nixon needed two nominees quickly.  He 
considered Mildred Lillie.  He wanted to break 
the all-male Court even though Nixon had less 
kind words about women: "I'm not for women, 
frankly, in any job. I don't want any of them 
around. Thank God we don't have any in the 
Cabinet." 

 
But Lillie was despised and repeatedly reversed.  
The American Bar Association (ABA) said she 
was not qualified. 
 
Rehnquist had previously been dismissed as 
obscure: "Get him baptized and castrated," the 
vulgar Nixon suggested to Atty. Gen. John 
Mitchell.  "No, they don't do that. I mean, they 
circumcise. No, that's the Jews." [From the John 
Jenkins book on Rehnquist] 
 
Nixon had previously dismissed Lewis Powell as 
too old.  Now he wanted both as the 
"conservative twins" but worried they would 
turn liberal over time.  His scattershot choices 
didn't bring the revolution he wanted. 
 
Kalman speculated briefly, imagining if LBJ's 
choices of Fortas and Thornberry had 
succeeded.  They may have upheld economic 
equality and busing and indigent access to 
abortion.  Then she swept this aside saying 
historians avoid counterfactual speculation. 
 

Roger Schlueter, Professor Laura Kalman, & Marian 
Shapiro.  Photo By Robert Bernstein 
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These battles changed the way justices were 
selected.  She also noted that the Warren Court 
was a creature of its time.  The country was 
more liberal then and it was not outside the 
mainstream.  Liberals now run from it.  Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg (RBG) spoke against Roe v. 
Wade. 
 
In 1987 liberals mobilized to stop Reagan's 
infamous nomination of Bork.  Scalia had been 
confirmed a year earlier with a Republican 
Senate.  In 1987 the Democrats had the Senate. 
Bork was successfully defeated on ideology with 
no cover issue. 
 
President Ford nominated John Paul Stevens to 
the Court and there was outrage he did not 
consider a woman.  Why did the "Jewish seat" 
disappear?  Nixon was anti-Semitic saying that 
Jews were soft on crime and hung up on civil 
rights. 
 
Clinton wanted to revive the "Jewish seat" but 
Ginsburg said no.  Being mainstream made these 
special seats go away. 
 
George W. Bush nominated Harriet Miers and 
this was considered cronyism.  Kalman noted 
that cronies have been on the court since John 
Jay.  She claims cronies have been some of the 
best justices.  Obama picked Kagan who was a 
crony in some ways.  She had been clerk to 
Marshall. 
 
Kalman was asked if, in a perfect world, the 
Court would have more or less power.  She said, 
as a liberal, she would prefer it had less power 
in the current world but she is grateful for the 
Warren Court achievements. 
 
Judy Fontana asked if term limits or a guarantee 
of each president getting an appointment would 
help.  Kalman noted that FDR's threat to "pack 
the court" by adding additional members to the 
Court had a positive effect.  He was able to get at 
least some of his progressive program approved 

as a result of the threat.  She thinks that threat is 
better than term limits for Court members. 
 
HSSB president Roger Schlueter asked how 
things might have been different for Nixon if Fox 
News was around then.   Kalman agreed it might 
have been different: the media then was 
definitely more liberal in her view. 
 
Sylvelin asked about Trump's packing of lower 
courts.  Kalman said she mostly studies the 
Supreme Court but agrees it is distressing.  The 
detailed slides from Professor Kalman’s talk can 
be viewed here: http://swt.org/hssb/2019-
0518-kalman-nixoncourt/ 
 

Movie:  Hail Satan?  
By Judy Flattery 

 
The movie, “Hail Satan?” a documentary about 
the group, The Satanic Temple, played at the 
SBIFF Riviera Theater recently.  I did not know 
much about the group prior to seeing the movie 
and came away with a healthy respect for them 
tinged with some wry bemusement.   
 
The Satanic Temple takes on First Amendment 
State-Church issues and provides community 
for people seeking a church without god.   
 
The Santa Barbara Independent reported that 
ticket sales appeared to increase following a 
letter from Father Larry Gosselin of the Santa 
Barbara  Mission who expressed his “grave 
concern and disappointment” at the theater’s 
decision to screen the documentary.  Roger 
Durling, the director of SBIFF which operates 
the theater, said that Gosselin had an inaccurate 
understanding of the film which Durling 
describes as “a social justice piece”. (SB 
Independent 5/9/19, p.9).   
 
The movie and their website addressed three 
questions I had: 
 

http://swt.org/hssb/2019-0518-kalman-nixoncourt/
http://swt.org/hssb/2019-0518-kalman-nixoncourt/
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Question 1:  Is The Satanic Temple really serious 
about worshiping Satan or are they just saying 
that to be provocative?   

 
Their website states, “Satan is symbolic of the 
Eternal Rebel in opposition to arbitrary 
authority, forever defending personal 
sovereignty even in the face of insurmountable 
odds.  Satan is an icon for the unbowed will of 
the unsilenced inquirer… the heretic who 
questions sacred laws and rejects all tyrannical 
impositions.”   
 
In the movie, a Temple member reinterpreted 
three biblical stories involving Satan: First, 
Satan in the form of a snake enticed Eve to eat an 
apple from the Tree of Knowledge.  Second, 
Satan imploring Abraham not to sacrifice his 
son, Isaac, as God had ordered.  Third, Satan 
allegedly offering Jesus food during his 40 day 
fast in the Judean desert prior to taking up his 

ministry. 
 
However, the 
Temple member 
pointed out that it 
is useful to be a 
proponent of 
education and 
acquiring new 
knowledge.  It is 
courageous and 
noble to intervene 
in the capricious 
and cruel murder 
of innocents and it 
is compassionate 
to offer a hungry 
person food.  
Perhaps Satan just 
got a bad rep. 

 
In terms of whether or not the group is a parody, 
they strongly state they are not.  It seems to me 
that in order to be taken seriously by 
governments (when, for example, they petition 
to have their bronze statue of Baphomet placed 

besides a monument of the Ten Commandments 
on government property), and to have standing 
in court they have to be recognized as a 
legitimate religious group.  They recently 
received IRS status as a church which entitles 
them to the same access to public spaces as 
other religious organizations, affirms their 
standing in court when battling religious 
discrimination, and enables them to apply for 
faith-based government grants. 
 
The Satanic Temple 
offers Satanic after-
school programs for kids 
in some public schools 
which also offer 
Christian after-school 
programs such as those 
funded by “The Good 
News Club”.   Their website states “All After-
School Satan Clubs are based upon a uniform 
syllabus that emphasizes a scientific, rationalist, 
non-superstitious world view.”  Here is the link 
to support their program to counter evangelism 
in public schools: 
https://afterschoolsatan.com/ 

 
Question 2: What are their belief or tenets?   

 
    The Seven Fundamental Tenets of    

The Satanic Temple 
I. One should strive to act with compassion and 

empathy toward all creatures in accordance 

with reason. 

II. The struggle for justice is an ongoing and 

necessary pursuit that should prevail over laws 

and institutions. 

III. One’s body is inviolable, subject to one’s own 

will alone. 

IV. The freedoms of others should be respected, 

including the freedom to offend. To willfully 

and unjustly encroach upon the freedoms of 

another is to forgo one's own. 

V. Beliefs should conform to one's best scientific 

understanding of the world. One should take 

care never to distort scientific facts to fit one's 

beliefs. 

“In the battle for justice and 
equality, The Satanic Temple 
is putting up a hell of a fight.”  
Source: IMDb 

https://afterschoolsatan.com/
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VI. People are fallible. If one makes a mistake, one 

should do one's best to rectify it and resolve any 

harm that might have been caused. 

VII. Every tenet is a guiding principle designed to 

inspire nobility in action and thought. The spirit 

of compassion, wisdom, and justice should 

always prevail over the written or spoken word. 
 

Question 3: Where did they come from?  How big 
are they?  Are they growing? Are they in Santa 
Barbara? What are their challenges? 
 
Lucien Greaves (understandably, a pseudonym), 
founded the Satanic Temple in 2013 with 3 
members and expanded to over 50,000 
members, with chapters throughout the world, 
within 3 years.  Their headquarters are in Salem, 
Massachusetts, infamous for the Salem Witch 
Trials.  The movie described some of the 
growing pains and the challenges of keeping all 
the chapters aligned with their core purpose and 
values.   A rogue chapter, led by one of the 
earliest members, was removed from the group 
for their extreme views. 
 
The closest chapter to Santa Barbara seems to 
be  in Santa Cruz.  The movie showed the Santa 
Cruz group doing beach clean-up as an act of 
community service, which also serves to 
normalize The Satanic Temple in that city.  For 
more information on this group check out the 
movie or The Satanic Temple website: 
https://thesatanictemple.com/ 
 
 
Santa Barbara Science Salon:  
The Consciousness Instinct: Unraveling the 
Mystery of How the Brain Makes the Mind. 

By Whitney Detar 
 
HSSB and the Skeptics Society are co-sponsoring 
the June Santa Barbara Science Salon featuring 
Dr. Michael Gazzaniga, "the father of cognitive 
neuroscience," in conversation with Dr. Michael 
Shermer, the Founding Publisher of Skeptic 
magazine and a columnist for Scientific 
American for 18 years. 

 
Dr. Michael Gazzaniga will discuss his career, 
research, and the topic of his new book The 
Consciousness Instinct: Unraveling the Mystery of 
How the Brain Makes the Mind. 
 

How do neurons turn into minds? How does 
physical “stuff”―atoms, molecules, chemicals, 
and cells―create the vivid and various worlds 
inside our heads? The problem of consciousness 
has gnawed at us for millennia.  
 
In the last century there have been massive 
breakthroughs that have rewritten the science 
of the brain, and yet the puzzles faced by the 
ancient Greeks are still present. In The 
Consciousness Instinct, Michael Gazzaniga 
contextualizes the latest research with the 
history of human thinking about the mind, 
giving a big-picture view of what science has 
revealed about consciousness. 
 
The idea of the brain as a machine, first 
proposed centuries ago, has led to assumptions 
about the relationship between mind and brain 
that perplex scientists and philosophers to this 
day. 
 
Gazzaniga asserts that this model has it 
backward―brains make machines, but they 
cannot be reduced to one. New research 

Dr. Michael Gazzaniga.  Photo Provided by Whitney 
Detar. 

https://thesatanictemple.com/
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suggests the brain is actually a confederation of 
independent modules working together.  

 
Understanding how 
consciousness could 
emanate from such an 
organization will help 
define the future of brain 
science and artificial 
intelligence, and close 
the gap between brain 
and mind. 

 
The Science Salon conversation between 
Shermer and. Gazzaniga will be followed by 
wine and cheese in the tradition of 
Enlightenment salons, where the conversation 
can continue.  Seating is limited so please 
register in advance.  

 
The Santa Barbara 
Science Salon is a 
humanist, science-
based community 

organization 
cosponsored by the 
Santa Barbara 
Humanist Society 
and the Skeptics 
Society. 
 

When:  Sun, June 23, 2019, 3:00 PM – 5:00 PM  
Where: Unitarian Society of Santa Barbara, 
1535 Santa Barbara Street, Santa Barbara, CA 
93101 
Cost: The event will be $10 for students with ID 
and $20 for others. An issue of Skeptics 
magazine, wine and small bites included.  
Register here.  
 
Free childcare provided on site at Starr-King 
facilities for ages 2-10.  Infants are welcome to 
be carried in the event.  Email 
sbsciencesalon@gmail.com to reserve a 
childcare spot after registering.   
 

 

WWJD…Look Like? 
(What Would Jesus’ DNA Look Like?) 

By Diane Krohn 
 

On April 15, 2019, a fire broke out on the Notre 

Dame Cathedral in Paris.  The building’s spire and 

most of its roof were destroyed and the upper walls 

were severely damaged.  The interior was not 

extensively damaged, and many of the works of art 

and religious relics were saved and moved to a safe 

location.  Two of the religious relics that were 

saved were the Crown of Thorns, supposedly worn 

by Jesus during the crucifixion; and a nail that is 

believed to have been used.  As stated by Roger 

Schlueter in our May 2019 issue of the Secular 

Circular:  

“These relics are used by the Catholic hierarchy to 

indoctrinate millions of people. There is no 

evidence whatsoever that these relics are 

historically genuine items. For example, there is no 

reliable evidence that Jesus even existed much less 

that the crucifixion [or resurrection!] actually 

happened. How could these pieces be known to 

have been involved in the death of an uncertain 

person at an uncertain time at an uncertain place? 

Indeed, the number of nails used in the crucifixion 

is not even known and there have been countless 

claims to have found the “real” nails…” 

 

These particular relics caught my interest, because, 

if they had truly been used in the crucifixion, then 

Dr. Michael Shermer 

https://bit.ly/2JZGPVI
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they would have Jesus’ blood, and possibly other 

tissues (hair, skin, maybe bone) on them.   

 

What an amazing find—to be able to analyze these 

items for DNA!  This would truly be a genetic 

discovery for all time.  Think of it:  a half-human, 

half-divine being, and we could actually test to see 

what sort of DNA this being had!  

  

And what sort of DNA would Jesus have?  He 

would have inherited one “X” chromosome from 

his mother, Mary; but would he have inherited a 

“Y” chromosome from God? Catholic theology 

claims that God is neither man nor woman. If God 

is neither gender, could Jesus have only had one X 

chromosome?  We know from biology that a human 

egg cannot be fertilized without the male genetic 

contribution, so one with only one “X” is non-

viable and unfortunately would never develop into 

an embryo, fetus… or baby.  

 

What other possibilities are there for non-male 

participation in human fertilization?  There is 

cloning and parthenogenesis. Clones do occur 

naturally within nature.  A cloned organism has the 

identical genetic information that its “parent” has, 

and it is the norm in single-celled organisms and 

common in plants and fungi. Cloning technology in 

mammals involves taking an unfertilized egg and 

removing its DNA, injecting the DNA from another 

individual (usually using DNA from a somatic cell 

– not a reproductive cell) and then allowing the egg 

to develop.  It is implanted into a female of the same 

or similar species.   

 

So, how about a cloned Jesus?  Based on what we 

know about cloning, a cloned Jesus would have the 

same genetics as the somatic cell…of Mary?  Then 

Jesus would be a mini-Mary!  God, not being 

human, would not have any somatic cells to donate. 

But a cloned Jesus would be female.   

 

Parthenogenesis is a process which can occur in 

vertebrates, such as reptiles, birds and fish, and is 

common in insects.  It has not been observed in 

mammals.  For vertebrate animals with an “XY” 

sex determination system, parthenogenesis always 

results in female offspring, but the offspring may or 

may not be genetically identical to the parent.  

Nevertheless, a parthenogenetic Jesus would be 

female because there would be no male genetic 

contribution.   

 

Of course, the problem with either cloning or 

parthenogenesis is that the offspring would be 

female; and per Catholic theology and the Bible, 

Jesus is male.   

 

 How about the possibility that Jesus’ DNA would 

show part human, and part something else—non-

human, non-mammalian, but something that 

biologists have never seen before?   

 

Now that would be the scientific discovery of the 

century! I’m quite sure that the religious believers 

would be eager to investigate such a thing – 

biological proof of divine (or something not of this 

earth) parentage.   

 

Ha Ha Ha!! Who am I kidding? None of us are 

under any illusion that the Catholic hierarchy, or 

any true believers would want such an analysis to 

occur.  It would ruin the mythology.  It’s better to 

have your story remain magical, then to have a 

scientific inquiry that spoils the mystery. 

Submitted by Diane Krohn. 
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Non HSSB Events of Interest 

Upcoming Events in California:  
 June 9: SkeptiCal 2019: Northern California 

conference on science and skepticism. 
Berkeley. . http://www.skepticalcon.com/ 

 June 23: SB Science Salon. Cognitive 
neuroscientist Dr. Michael Gazzaniga.  3-
5pm, Unitarian Society of Santa Barbara.  
Childcare available. https://bit.ly/2JZGPVI 

 July 21: LogiCal-LA: Speakers and schedule 
TBA. Lakewood.  http://logicalla.com/ 

 
Upcoming Events Outside of California: 

 June 7-9: American Humanist Association’s 
78th Annual Conference.  This is its first ever 
virtual conference, streamed live at five 
select university locations: Carnegie Mellon 
University, Pittsburgh, PA; Rice University, 
Houston, TX; Pitzer College, Claremont, CA; 
University of Miami, Miami, FL; and Medgar 
Evers College, Brooklyn, NY. Attend in-
person or online! 
https://americanhumanist.org/events/ame
rican-humanist-associations-78th-annual-
conference/ 

 August 9-11: Skepticon 2019.  This is a 
skeptic/freethinker/educational conference 
that is held annually in St. Louis. It is the 
largest, free, skeptic conference in the 
nation.  St. Louis, MO. https://skepticon.org/ 

 October 16-20: CSICon 2019. The Flamingo 
Resort, Las Vegas.  Register at 
https://csiconference.org/

HSSB Contact Information 
Officers: 

President: Roger Schlueter, drrogers@cox.net 

Secretary: Diane Krohn, djkrohn@cox.net 

Treasurer: Neal Faught, nfaught@verizon.net 

 

Board Members at Large:  

Wayne Beckman, David Echols, 

Judy Flattery, Mary Wilk, Nan Cisney,  

Clover Brodhead Gowing, Colin Gordon   

  

Newsletter Editor & Submission Deadline 

Judy Flattery sbhumanisteditor@gmail.com 
Deadline for submissions to the Secular Circular is 

midnight, the last day of each month. 

 
HSSB Speaker meetings are held on the 3rd Saturday 
of each month at 3:00 pm, in the Theater Room at Valle 
Verde, 900 Calle De Los Amigos, Santa Barbara. June 
and December social events are held elsewhere. 
 
Speaker Meeting Parking (with free shuttle service 

805.679.3660) is at Veronica Springs Church, 949 

Veronica Springs Rd., Santa Barbara.  No parking at 
Valle Verde unless you have a handicapped parking 
placard. 
 
Check our web site: www.SantaBarbaraHumanists.org 
for past issues of SC At meetings, a donation of $2 from 
members and $5 from non-members is appreciated. 
First-time visitors and students with ID are welcome on 
a complimentary basis.  
 
Annual HSSB membership dues are $36 for a single 
person, $60 for a couple, $100 for a Society Supporter, 
and $300 (or more) for a Society Patron. Non-members 
may subscribe to hardcopy of this newsletter for an 
annual fee of $20. E-mail copies provided at no charge. 
 
To join HSSB: Send your contact information and a 
check for your membership dues to HSSB, P.O. Box 
30232, Santa Barbara, CA 93130, Attn: Mary Wilk. For 
membership information contact Mary Wilk at 
mwilk@cox.net.  
 
For any information about HSSB, call 805-769-4772. 
Copies of this and past newsletter are posted on the 
HSSB website.  

Like us on Facebook  

 

“I am an Atheist because I am a Skeptic but I 
talk about this stuff because I am a Humanist, 
because I care about what kind of world we 
live in, because people’s beliefs, whether they 
actually believe it or they are just acting as if 
they believe it, those beliefs inform actions 
and those actions have consequences for 
them and for the rest of us as well.” 

- Matt Dillahunty. Excerpted from his 
talk, “Do They Really Believe That?”  

http://www.skepticalcon.com/
https://bit.ly/2JZGPVI
http://logicalla.com/
https://americanhumanist.org/events/american-humanist-associations-78th-annual-conference/
https://americanhumanist.org/events/american-humanist-associations-78th-annual-conference/
https://americanhumanist.org/events/american-humanist-associations-78th-annual-conference/
https://skepticon.org/
https://csiconference.org/
mailto:drrogers@cox.net
mailto:djkrohn@cox.net
mailto:nfaught@verizon.net
http://www.santabarbarahumanists.org/
mailto:mwilk@cox.net
http://www.facebook.com/groups/16845096834/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0UScVc4Rpw


   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                                                            
                                           

 
 

  

         

     

Humanist Society of 
Santa Barbara 
PO Box 30232 
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 

 

HSSB Calendar 
 
 

Tuesday June 11: Board Meeting. 5:30 p.m. Home of Mary Wilk.  Members are invited to attend. 
 
Saturday June 15: Annual HSSB Summer Solstice Picnic.  11am-4pm. Stow Grove Park, 580 North La Patera 
Lane, Goleta, CA  93117.  Free.  Picnic Area 3. Must RSVP to Cisneynan@gmail.com by Monday June 10. 
 

Tuesday July 16: Board Meeting. 5:30 p.m. Home of Mary Wilk.  Members are invited to attend. 
 
Saturday July 20: Monthly Meeting 3:00 pm. Speaker: TBD.  Location: Valle Verde Theater, 900 Calle De Los 
Amigos, Santa Barbara. 

 
Tuesday August 13: Board Meeting. 5:30 p.m. Home of Mary Wilk.  Members are invited to attend. 
 
Saturday August 17: Monthly Meeting 3:00 pm. Speaker: Denise M. Gragg.  Location: Valle Verde Theater, 900 
Calle De Los Amigos, Santa Barbara. 

mailto:Cisneynan@gmail.com

